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Amendment 1
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 1
Draft opinion

Amendment

1.
Expresses its satisfaction that the
Court of Auditors has declared the
transactions underlying the Foundation’s
annual accounts for the financial year 2015
to be legal and regular and that its financial
position as at 31 December 2015 is fairly
represented;

1.
Notes that the Court of Auditors
has declared the transactions underlying
the Foundation’s annual accounts for the
financial year 2015 to be legal and regular
and that its financial position as at 31
December 2015 is fairly represented;

Or. el

Amendment 2
Eleftherios Synadinos
Draft opinion
Paragraph 1
Draft opinion

Amendment

1.
Expresses its satisfaction that the
Court of Auditors has declared the
transactions underlying the Foundation’s
annual accounts for the financial year 2015
to be legal and regular and that its financial
position as at 31 December 2015 is fairly
represented;

1.
Acknowledges that the Court of
Auditors has declared the transactions
underlying the Foundation’s annual
accounts for the financial year 2015 to be
legal and regular and that its financial
position as at 31 December 2015 is fairly
represented;
Or. el

Amendment 3
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 2
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Draft opinion

Amendment

2.
Acknowledges the Foundation’s
continued contribution to strengthen
human capital of partner countries
including the support provided to the
Union’s migration dialogue and Mobility
Partnerships with neighbourhood countries;
notes the Foundation’s inventory on
migrant support measures from an
employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration;

2.
Acknowledges the Foundation’s
continued contribution to modernising the
education and training systems and to
strengthening the human capital of partner
countries including the support provided to
the Union’s migration dialogue and
Mobility Partnerships with neighbourhood
countries; notes the Foundation’s inventory
on migrant support measures from an
employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration;
Or. el

Amendment 4
Jean Lambert
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group
Draft opinion
Paragraph 2
Draft opinion

Amendment

2.
Acknowledges the Foundation’s
continued contribution to strengthen
human capital of partner countries
including the support provided to the
Union’s migration dialogue and Mobility
Partnerships with neighbourhood countries;
notes the Foundation’s inventory on
migrant support measures from an
employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration;

2.
Acknowledges and welcomes the
Foundation’s continued contribution to
strengthen human capital of partner
countries including the support provided to
the Union’s migration dialogue and
Mobility Partnerships with neighbourhood
countries; welcomes the Foundation’s
inventory on migrant support measures
from an employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration;
Or. en

Amendment 5
Claude Rolin
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 2
Draft opinion

Amendment

2.
Acknowledges the Foundation’s
continued contribution to strengthen
human capital of partner countries
including the support provided to the
Union’s migration dialogue and Mobility
Partnerships with neighbourhood countries;
notes the Foundation’s inventory on
migrant support measures from an
employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration;

2.
Acknowledges the Foundation’s
continued contribution to strengthen
human capital of partner countries
including the support provided to the
Union’s migration dialogue and Mobility
Partnerships with neighbourhood countries;
notes the Foundation’s inventory on
migrant support measures from an
employment and skills perspective
(MISMES) as well as its recommendations
regarding skills and migration; welcomes
the collaboration between the Foundation
and the partner countries in order to
analyse the NEET phenomenon (Young
people Not in Employment, Education or
Training);
Or. en

Amendment 6
Romana Tomc
Draft opinion
Paragraph 3
Draft opinion

Amendment

3.
Takes note of the fact that the
Foundation’s internal reorganisation came
into effect on 1 January 2015;

3.
Takes note of the fact that the
Foundation’s internal reorganisation came
into effect on 1 January 2015 and hopes
that the changed internal organisation
will help the Foundation achieve better
results;
Or. sl

Amendment 7
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 4
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Draft opinion

Amendment

4.
Commends the Foundation’s high
achievement rate of 96 % in respect of the
target set out in its work programme;

4.
Notes the Foundation’s high
achievement rate of 96 % in respect of the
target set out in its work programme;
Or. el

Amendment 8
Eleftherios Synadinos
Draft opinion
Paragraph 4
Draft opinion

Amendment

4.
Commends the Foundation’s high
achievement rate of 96 % in respect of the
target set out in its work programme;

4.
Notes the Foundation’s high
achievement rate of 96 % in respect of the
target set out in its work programme;
Or. el

Amendment 9
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 5
Draft opinion

Amendment

5.
Welcomes the full compliance of
the Foundation with the 2004 EU Staff
Regulation;

5.
Notes the full compliance of the
Foundation with the 2004 EU Staff
Regulation;
Or. el

Amendment 10
Jean Lambert
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group
Draft opinion
Paragraph 5
PE595.465v01-00
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Draft opinion

Amendment

5.
Welcomes the full compliance of
the Foundation with the 2004 EU Staff
Regulation;

5.
Welcomes strongly the full
compliance of the Foundation with the
2004 EU Staff Regulation;
Or. en

Amendment 11
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 6
Draft opinion

Amendment

6.
Notes the efforts made by the
Foundation to ensure security of its assets
and hopes this process will be completed in
the near future;

6.
Notes the efforts made by the
Foundation to ensure security of its assets
and expects this process to be completed in
the near future;
Or. el

Amendment 12
Notis Marias
Draft opinion
Paragraph 7
Draft opinion

Amendment

7.
Notes the high level of committed
appropriations under Title II (36,2 %)
carried over to 2015 mainly attributed to
planned purchases made at the end of
2014.

7.
Ascertains the high level of
committed appropriations under Title II
(36,2 %) carried over to 2015 mainly
attributed to planned purchases made at the
end of 2014.
Or. el

Amendment 13
Claude Rolin
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 a (new)
Draft opinion

Amendment
7a.
Takes note of the fact that in 2015
the Foundation was still working on
corrective actions in response to the
comment made by the European Court of
Auditors and the European parliament
stressing that, by the end of 2013, the
Foundation had 7,5 million EUR in
accounts at a single bank with a low
credit rating (F3, BBB).
Or. en
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